Electronic Discovery

Forensic Precision & Legal Accuracy
BitSec Global Forensics™ offers scalable and cost-effective electronic discovery services
that encompass the entire Electronic Discovery Reference Model (EDRM). BitSec utilizes
a risk-based approach to e-discovery that aims to ensure that the entire process has
precision, accuracy, integrity, and is defensible. All delivered by highly credentialed cyber
security experts and leaders in the field of digital forensics with backgrounds in the United
States Government, local and state law enforcement and academia.
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As your case develops, BitSec is able to:
• Interpret the technical aspects of the case and identify reasonable and cost effective
strategies and solutions that are consistent with best practices.
• Serve as your designated ESI expert at Meet and Confers (FRCP 26f) or other legal
proceedings in federal or state court.
• Meet with your stakeholders and perform early case assessment (ECA) to help you
understand the universe of potentially responsive electronically stored information
(ESI).
• Help clients avoid the pitfalls and common legal sanctions often associated with
inadequate preservation, search, review and production of ESI.
• Avoid keyword guesswork by rapidly assessing ESI from key custodians and choosing
keywords based on fact.
• Provide a best in class legal hosted legal review platform
• Produce responsive ESI in all major legal review formats. Bates numbering or
annotations are available as well as manual or bulk redactions.

BitSec Global Forensics Electronic Discovery Services Include:
• A defensible e-discovery
plan
• Expert testimony
• Early case assessment
and keyword testing,
including keyword
frequency, duplicates,
timeline, word count,
extensions, and
custodians
• Cloud based collection
from web-based email
providers like Gmail™,
Hotmail™, and Yahoo™
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• Social media collections
from Twitter™, Facebook™,
and LinkedIn™
• Forensic imaging or
network based collections
of servers, desktop and
laptop computers, cellular
phones, GPS units, and
tablets
• Exports into all major
legal formats and review
platforms including
Concordance, Summation,
and Relativity.

Toll Free: 877-272-1417
email: info@bitsecforensics.com
www.bitsecglobalforensics.com

“I have never worked with a
team that deals so well with
the personal and technical
aspects of complex, high-tech,
high-risk investigations. I can
well-understand why BitSec
has a superb national and
international reputation for
its work.”

• A wide-variety of
production options
including native,
searchable PDF, PST,
MSG, and others.
• Bates numbering and
annotation
• Protected chain of
custody reports
• Hosted legal review using
Relativity™

“Right from the start, Mike
Webber (BitSec) was a
pleasure to work with. He
met with us at our office and
quickly helped us outline a
plan for mirroring and,
eventually, examining the
former employee’s hard drive.
All the while, Mr. Webber
maintained a steady stream
of courteous and professional
communications updating us
on his progress. Needless to
say, we were very pleased with
BitSec’s service and would
certainly use them again.”
T. Meek - Attorney
Pierce Atwood

“Whether in the context of
government investigations
or civil litigation, issues
involving electronic data are a
minefield that is very difficult
to navigate… it is really critical
to have the expertise of a
company like BitSec to ensure
that your client meets its
responsibilities and doesn’t
end up creating additional
issues or problems by failing
to meet those responsibilities.”
D. Barry - Partner
Pierce Atwood
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